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Wow, what a whirlwind of a year. It seems like we were just 
getting into the spring flying mode when we were sort of 
shut down with all that smoke and now here we are into 
some of the best flying weather of the year. The cold days 
and heavy air make for some great smooth flights along the 
mountain faces. During the past months, Central, Northwest, 
Northeast and Southwest had their Evaluations and all passed 
with flying colours I might add. Coming up in 2016 will see 
Southeast and Vancouver Island put through their paces and 
I'm sure they will do just as well. We were scrambling to 
have the PEP Air Executive show up for the Northeast Eval 
as the PTO Henry Ilg was off touring other parts of the world 
and the Assistant PTO Pat McSorely had to step down from 
this position due to medical issues. Both Fred and I were in 
Alberta at the board of directors meeting for CASARA, so 
we were fortunate enough to have our Secretary Keith 
Bennett step up to the plate and do a great job on the 
administration side of the Evaluation. We are now actively 
looking for an Assistant Provincial Training Officer to assist 
Henry in his duties. If you, or if you know someone that may 
be interested in this position, please have them contact 
myself for further information.  

The new 1:250 maps seem to be working out very well. They are available online and if you require 
access, please contact me with your CMS number and a password you would like in the system and 
once registered, I will send you the link. Both the 1:250 for printing in full scale and the maps for 
OziExplorer are available now.

The weekly executive conference calls have now been upgraded to doing them online with video.  
This is much better than just a phone conference call as we can now share our computer screens and 
data while having the meeting right on screen. The program is supplied by Citrix and called 
GoToMeeting. Our next full executive meeting will be held this way with all the executive, military, 
JRCC and EMBC attending. This will be a money saving way to have our meeting. After each of our 
weekly meetings, we send out an email summary of what was discussed to the ZCs, DZCs, AADs, 
SCOs and administration personal around the province. I hope that those who are receiving it 
appreciate this and please feel free to send in a question or comment.

The air-to-ground communication kits are now distributed throughout the province. If you do not have 
one for your aircraft yet, please contact your Zone Commander. They have proved to be very viable in 
providing comms to our GSAR partners from our aircraft. On this note, we have been talking with 
RCMSAR on the coast and they would like to work closer with our members. Recently their 
newsletter had a spread on PEP Air and who to contact with the zones affected. Primarily the SWE 
and VI zones will be most utilized by them as they work the West Coast but do have one unit inland at 
Sicamous to cover Shuswap Lake. 

Well Christmas is fast approaching and my wife Wendy and I would like to wish each and everyone 
of you a very Merry Christmas and the very best for the New Year.

 

Alton King, Director General
PEP Air - CASARA
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Rob Casey, retired United States 
military Intelligence Operations 
Specialist, Certified Combat 
Survival Training Instructor, with 
extensive Combat Search and 
Rescue experience talking to ZBB 
CASARA members.

“I truly enjoy the topic of survival 
and CASARA members should     
feel free to bring up any survival 
questions they may have or ask    
for advice.”

(Rob is a recent member at ZBB - Ed.)

Coming in on 26R at YVR on a 777-200ER. Photo: Trevor Black
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Left Seat
 Musings

Henry Ilg
Provincial Training Officer

th thThe 2015 National SAREX took place September 14  through 18 , hosted by our own 442 Squadron 
at Comox. Four CASARA crews participated. National Training Officer Brian Bishop and the Provincial 
Training Officers made up the balance of the CASARA presence. The CASARA base of operations 
was in the Cadet facilities which are at the opposite end of the hangar line from the SAREX SHQ. 
Search Coordinator Jim Spencer and our CLO Captain Bob Evans, shuttled between our CASARA 
OPS base and the military SHQ, keeping our crews fully involved and updated.

Our crews were assigned sixty minutes on scene in the same search areas used by the DND SAR 
units. The CASARA crews were from bases in Yellowknife, Edmonton, Vernon and Nanaimo. The 
terrain in the search areas were a major change of 
scenery for some of the crews and presented 
challenges and learning opportunities. The week 
commenced with reasonable weather conditions 
but then deteriorated to the point that  prevented 
the completion of all the planned flights. 

The judging for the CASARA trophy was adjusted 
and the average of the other crews scoring was 
applied to any crew “weathered out” of a flight. The 
crew with the highest overall score were Nanaimo 
based John Lamb (pilot), Howard Coram (nav), 
and spotters Edith Ives and Jon Laird. Well done!! 
The three other CASARA crews were from bases 
at Yellowknife, Edmonton and Vernon. All our 
crews exhibited excellent dedication team effort. 

Some of our members were volunteer casualties in 
the MAJAID (Major air disaster) exercise. The 
casualties were impressive actors, aided by some 
amazing make-up.

Photo of a “crash” victim by 
Jacques Levasseur

CASARA Director - Quebec
Continued on next page.



A quick reminder that for all our CASARA missions an aircraft crew safety briefing is required prior to the 
first flight of the day and again any time there is a change of crew members. The pilot explains the 
location and use of key aircraft equipment and components, especially those which are safety related. 
Any crew member unsure of the location or operation of these items must ask for clarification prior to 
flight. A good briefing commences with the pilot encouraging all crew members to raise any safety or 
comfort concerns immediately. It's important that all crew members feel assured that any issue raised will 
be rectified promptly and that if this is not feasible to RTB.  

When briefing for an off-airport or emergency landing it's important to brief the exit sequence (and 
equipment to be taken) during the rapid deplanement. In the four seat low wing aircraft with only a single 
cockpit door it's pretty obvious who must exit first. In a four seat Cessna the sequence will vary between 
different aircraft types. In a C172 with four crew the pilot seat will likely be forward enough that the left 
rear crew member can exit first, followed by the pilot who then slides the seat back to exit. In the same 
aircraft the navigator may have their seat positioned far enough back to keep their kneeboard clear of the 
aircraft controls, in this case it might be more efficient for the navigator to exit first, followed by the right 
rear crew member. The C177 has two wide doors and it may be possible for either front or rear crew to 
exit without the seat being moved, however if front and rear seat crew members attempt to exit 
simultaneously it will be comical at best and likely be a safety issue. Best to brief the exit sequence as 
part of the safety briefing and then use this sequence for both normal and expedited aircraft exiting. The 
six seat aircraft, single or twin engine have different exit criteria which also must be reviewed during the 
safety briefing.

So…now that all crew have safely exited the aircraft… will have removed the first aid kit, the 
survival kit, the fire extinguisher, the SPOT unit and the portable air band radio (if equipped). Unless 

these  have been designated and tasked with a specific item to take with them there is a 

very high probability that left those key safety items behind and they may no longer be 
accessible. Always take the time during the safety briefing at the aircraft door to not only identify where 
critical safety items are located, but also ensure that each crew member knows what they are expected 
to take with them during an evacuation. Also a good idea is to task a second crew member to be the 

backup  in case any crew member is unable to take their assigned equipment with them 
during the evacuation. 

“Someone” 

 “Someone's”

“Someone” 

 “Someone”

Henry Ilg - Continued from previous 

Continued on next page.

Airliner coming in on 26R 
over the new shopping 
mall at the airport.

Photo: Trevor Black



reverts to an MF with an FSS associated when the 
tower is closed. An airport may have an MF 
frequency for limited hours, then reverting to an ATF 
or the local frequency may always be an ATF. The 
CFS has all the relevant information in the COMMS 
section.
 
When using the CASARA or RESCU call sign the 
way we operate our aircraft and our use of radio 
procedures reflects on the image and 
professionalism of all CASARA members. Circuit 
and radio procedures for MF airports (with or without 
an FSS) differ from ATF airports. Periodic review of 
circuit and radio procedures at ATF and MF airports 
enhances our ability to maintain our high standards 
of professionalism.

A full size copy of the graphic at left can be found at:

The Mission form was recently revised and an 
eleven page “how to” guide has been created to 
explain what information should be entered. The 
guide should not be needed on a regular basis, 
it's intended as an initial intro or an annual 
refresher reference. The first and last pages are 
to be referred to on a regular basis. The first 
page explains how to tell which forms are 
current and where to find them online. The last 
page is a sample completed form. Some 
members have their own sample form with their 
specific airport information.

Some recently submitted Mission forms listed 
126.7 as the “Missed Comms” frequency. It is 
important to remember that 126,7 is only 
monitored by FSS at three airports in BC. A 
better choice for a “Missed Comms” frequency is 
one which is monitored either by a CASARA 
base radio or the local FISE frequency. The local 
Kamloops “FISE” frequencies are listed in the 
CFS or on the Nav Canada RCO maps.

The Mission form has a check box for “TOWER” 
“ATF” and “MF”. Check off all that apply. An 
airport may have a TWR frequency which 

http://www.navcanada.ca/EN/products-and-
services/RCO/RCO-Map-Kamloops-EN.pdf

Ilg - Continued from previous page. 

Continued on next page.

http://www.tc.gc.ca/Publications/en
/TP11541/PDF/HR/TP11541E.pdf 
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The procedures are listed in the AIM (4.5.7) at the following link:

 
Nav overload: The busiest position in the aircraft is usually the navigator. Keen spotters sometimes 
initiate call-arounds in quick succession, increasing the navigator's workload to the point of overload 
and loss of effectiveness. The nav needs to control the flow. Take the time needed to positively identify 
the object sighted, record the location on the map, record the lat & long accurately along with 
description in the chronlog. It may be necessary for the pilot to orbit in the area and the spotters to 
“stand by” until you, the nav, have completed your work and are ready to continue. The rest of the crew 
must be aware of the navigator's workload in order to work effectively as a team.

ELT homing and spotter scanning are two different skills and both are often practiced during a single 
flight. If the ground target is at the same location as the ELT transmitter and if spotters are “eyes out” 
they may initiate a visual call-around before the pilot and nav have located the ELT position. To keep 
our ELT homing skills sharp it's best to first complete the electronic search with spotters not scanning 
visually. Once ELT homing is successfully completed then spotters go “eyes on” to find the target, 
which may or may not be co-located with the ELT.

Fly safe and keep warm.

http://www.tc.gc.ca/publications/en/tp14371/pdf/hr/tp14371e.pdf

Henry Ilg - Continued from previous page. 

Members of Mission GSAR gathered at Pitt Meadows airport on Saturday, November 21 where 
they were taken up in two CASARA aircraft (Henry Ilg and John Cammidge piloting), a third 

aircraft became unserviceable at the last minute. The purpose of these flights was to give them a 
view of their search areas and to give them an appreciation of our capabilities, and how CASARA 

can assist them (comms, transport, search area overviews). 

Photo: Trevor Black
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Brian Dunham
Executive Member

We can truly be proud of our organization.      
PEP Air has earned the respect of our national 
government (RCAF), our provincial government 
(EMBC) and our fellow member organizations of 
CASARA. As a national volunteer organization, 
CASARA has recently been recognized by The 
Honourable Company of Air Pilots (HCAP) for 
our outstanding, enduring and meritorious 
contribution to search and rescue in Canada.

However, the past decade has had a profound 
effect on the way PEP Air does business. In 
addition to our challenging geographic area and 
unforgiving climate, we have to deal with the 
increasing costs of operating with decreasing 
numbers of available aircraft and aircrew.

In the past, JRCC represented 60% of our 
missions, with EMBC (PEP) representing the 
other 40%. Now that has been reversed, with calls 
from EMBC being the lion's share of calls. We 
have (or are considering) taking on additional 

mission profiles, such as infrastructure reconnaissance during natural disasters for 
EMBC and supplying spotters and training for Transport Canada's Maritime Aerial 
Reconnaissance Team. It may also include wildfire spotting flights for BC Forestry 
Services. Not to forget our ever increasing involvement in missing person searches 
with GSAR, and the possibility of more direct training with RMC-SAR. That is a lot 
on our plate.

To remain safe and effective we will have to redouble our efforts to ensure that we 
maintain the high standards set for our core mandates and skill sets, as well as future 
standards for any additional mission profiles. Communication between all members 
and elements of PEP Air and outside resources will be crucial. Risk assessment will 
play an ever increasing role in our operations. Know when to say no. There will be 
no room for shortcuts. Train and plan for the mission…not the currency!  

I wish all of you a wonderful Holiday Season, and thank you for all you do        
“That Others May Live”.

Fly Safe!

www.embc-air.org     www.embc-air.org     www.embc-air.org
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Photo
Showcase

Do you have a 
photo you’d 
like to show? 
Send it along!

Provincial Training Officer and ZBB member Henry Ilg in his Seneca twin at 9,500' en route to Nelson.

“Herc” Pilot.  Photo: Allister Pedersen

Hercules in the 
Comox bird bath.
Photo: Michael Chappell

Photo: Trevor Black
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Allister Pedersen
Cranbrook PEP Air
Training Officer &
Cranbrook GSAR

      training exercise with 435 Transport & Rescue (T&R) Squadron on October 27 simulated 

the crash of a Cessna 172 that went missing on a flight from Calgary to Cranbrook. The pilot 

and one passenger crashed in a field several miles north of the Cranbrook Airport. The 

simulation exercised the complete range of activities that would normally take place during a 

search, from conducting an initial visual and electronic search through to SARtechs 

parachuting to the crash site. 

The crew of a Hercules search aircraft, under the watchful eye of a check pilot, were 

provided with details of the missing aircraft and picked up several spotters at the Canadian 

Rockies International Airport. The spotters, rotated through training shifts with the  

at the very large spotting window of the "Herc" while the aircraft conducted a close contour 

search flying along the western front of the Rockies near Top of the World Provincial Park. 

The simulation continued with the crew picking up an ELT. The homing led the search 

aircraft to an area where the spotters noted debris matching the colour of the missing aircraft. 

Two individuals were seen on the ground near the debris but no radio or cell phone contact 

could not be established. The Hercules then made a low level pass (fifty metres above 

ground level) and dropped a portable radio that landed seven meters from two injured 

SARtechs

Left to right:  Brian Weeks PEP Air, Dan Shynuk PEP Air, Nick Bedwell Cranbrook GSAR, 
Louise Shynuk PEP Air,   Grant Tulloch PEP Air.

Continued on next page.

 A  
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Pedersen - continued from previous page.

individuals near the wreckage; a real 

testament to the crew expertise in an 

aircraft travelling at 120 knots. Radio 

contact was established and it was 

confirmed that the two individuals 

were the object of the search and had 

suffered broken bones. As part of the 

simulation it was determined that 

neither a Cormorant helicopter nor 

land ambulance was immediately 

available to attend to the injured so 

the  parachuted to the crash 

site landing very close to the aircraft 

debris.  

The two survivors of the simulated 

crash, Nick Bedwell (SAR Manager 

and Training Officer, Cranbrook 

Ground Search & Rescue) and Brian 

Weeks of PEP Air then returned the 

two  to the airport where 

the Hercules was waiting. Allister 

Pedersen, Cranbrook PEP Air Training Officer coordinated the exercise with Cranbrook Ground SAR and the military 

search crew from 435 T&R Squadron. Louise Shynuk, Dan Shynuk and Grant Tulloch (PEP Air spotters) received 

military spotter training. After receiving his spotter training update in the cargo bay Allister was requested to go to the 

cockpit to coordinate the simulation with the check pilot. Allister noted that "Even though it was a tremendous 

opportunity to spend time in the cockpit he realized it would be almost as interesting to see the cargo bay door opened for 

the  jump or to be on the ground". As intended, the exercise provided experience for the spotters on a different 

type of aircraft, it also provided the military and Ground SAR with valuable experience in order "That Others May Live".

Less than a month later another Herc crew was back in Cranbrook for a second exercise working with PEP Air pilot Rick 

Smeland (C-GPEE), navigator Doug Martin and spotters Kyle Alderson and Brett Bryan. In this simulation the PEP Air 

crew conducted the initial track crawl, located the ELT and then coordinated with the Herc crew on Atlas 341 when they 

arrived on scene for a jump to the site where Cranbrook Ground SAR provided some simulated casualties along with the 

SEA Zone TO Robert McLean.   (Photos: Allister Pedersen)

SARtechs

SARtechs

SARtechs

“Herc” over the Steeples Range

Photo: Michael Chappell

A herd of Buffalo
 at the

 Comox SAREX!
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Charles Pachal joined the RCAF in 
1942 and retired from the Canadian 
Armed Forces in 1970. He served as 
CASARA National President for six 
years and has been a member of     
PEP Air for over forty-three years.

as seen by C. Pachal
Part 6The Good Old Days

The second meeting of the Civil Air Search 
and Rescue Association (CASARA) was held 
in Ottawa at the same location as the first 
meeting, the converted railway station now 
a conference centre. The exact date just slips 
my mind, but I know it was still summer 
weather. Many of the  people who attended 
the first meeting also attended the second 
meeting with a few additions.

The head of National Search and Rescue 
Secretariet (NSS) a retired RCAF Colonel, 
attended and introduced another retired 
younger RCAF officer who became the first 
Transport Canada CASARA liaison person, 
his name was Larry Kline. In those days 
Larry attended all CASARA Executive 

Continued on next page.

meetings and the CASARA Board of Directors meetings, 
this kept CASARA in good relations with Transport 
Canada, unfortunately after a few years this practice 
ceased.

Another person who attended this second meeting was 
our CASARA insurance representative, who made his 
presentation. After having some time to digest what was 
contained in the original insurance package, most 
directors made it very well known that they were not very 
pleased with what they heard. The restricted amount of 
hours of flying remained in the package. (More than 10% 
of the total CASARA budget was allocated for insurance 
coverage.)

It is quite a coincidence that the seating arrangement at 
the first two meetings was very similar to our present 
seating arrangement at the CASARA Board of Directors 
meetings, with some exceptions. At the first two 
meetings, BC was the first table to the right of the head 
table, Alberta was second and Saskatchewan was next 
and so on, presently BC is the first table to the left of the 
head table followed by Alberta, Saskatchewan.

Sometime between the first and the second meetings a 
CASARA Executive was struck, I do not remember exactly 
when this happened. Bob Goldie was elected as the first 
CASARA President at the first meeting, very possibly the 
executive was as well. (When Al King became the BC 
Director for CASARA in November 2010 all old minutes of 
the CASARA Executive and Board of Directors meetings 
that I had  were turned over to him, what you read is all 
from memory).

I remember one item from this meeting, Mr. Doug Betts, 
Director from Nova Scotia questioned the Executive why 
no financial statement was contained in the agenda. The 
reply was very simple, CASARA had no bank account at 
this time as all our funding was controlled by the CASARA 
Liaison Officers, therefore the treasurer could not prepare 
a financial statement. Doug was a Transport Canada 
controller at the Halifax airport and served quite a few 
years as both a Director and Executive member of 
CASARA.
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At this, the second meeting of CASARA, I met Bill and Rusty Read, Bill was the CASARA Director from the 
Yukon. Bill and Rusty along with their son, an Air Canada Captain, flew to the meeting in Bill's aeroplane. Bob 
Goldie and I met Bill and his family at a somewhat high class restaurant for dinner that first evening. Bill 
always went first class, we became quite good friends in the years to follow. After serving many years as the 
Yukon Director, Bill finally succumbed to cancer which he fought for many years.

This was also the meeting that I came to know the Alberta representatives. I think I mentioned this before, 
that CASARA in Alberta was represented by the Alberta Aviation Counsel. At this meeting their Executive 
Director  Ken Bilesko and their attorney who I believe was Richard Covlin, our present CASARA legal counsel 
attended.

I must not forget to mention two other people that I became acquainted with at this meeting, Michael 
Daniels, Ontario Director and his Deputy Director John Illingsworth. John became our first legal counsel for 
CASARA. Point of interest, Mike Daniels and I are the only original members of CASARA still serving today, 
October, 2013.

At these first CASARA meetings I, as Deputy Director flew first class to meetings while Bob Goldie our first 
president flew otherwise. This I am certain was the fact that the BC CASARA Liaison Officer at the time must 
have had a disagreement with Bob in the past as both were Comox residents. Captain Harve May was the BC 
CASARA Liaison Officer during these first years. 

Charles Pachal - Continued from previous page. 

I have always 
struggled with the 
word SAR Tech and 
how it should be 
spelled or 
displayed...and 
apparently I’m not 
the only one who 
has this dilemma!  
Is it SAR Tech, 
SARTech, SAR tec, 
SARtech, SAR tech?

I’m not sure if there is an 
official version but I’ve 

settled on SAR  I 
think it looks modern, 

consistent, encapsulates 
the position and 

combines the two words 
into an interesting 
contraction....-Ed.

tech,
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Assistant Provincial 
Safety Officer

I am not talking about the great novel and film written by George 
Orwell, 1984, in which Big Brother ruled society with phrases like 
WAR IS PEACE and FREEDOM IS SLAVERY. Coincidently 
released in 1984, it forebodingly cast Ronald Regan as Big Brother! 
Art imitates Life or is it Life imitates Art? 

Here I want to talk about GROUPTHINK – this is a common 
phenomenon in which the desire for harmony overrides a realistic 
analysis of the situation or alternatives, especially in small groups 
such as aviation or CASARA crews. This emphasis on crew harmony 
or cohesion can result in bad decisions because differing points of 
view are not expressed or considered.  

Warren McCormick

Some things to watch for in a group setting:
? Invulnerability – can cause a member not to speak up 

for fear of being seen as weak or afraid.
? Pressure to Perform – “damn the torpedoes” attitude.
? Confirmation Bias – the collective rationalization or 

discounting of warnings or contrary views, this creates 
an illusion of agreement.

Ways to counteract GROUPTHINK:
? The Pilot/Owner should be aware that his level of 

authority in the crew may enhance GROUPTHINK.    
He should be wary of saying too much at the beginning 
of an issue.

? Take all opinions and views seriously to ensure a frank 
and open discussion can occur.

? Watch for crew members who are not saying much or 
who have gone quiet all of a sudden.

.

For those of you who are old enough and are thinking, “I remember something along that line,” 
I just want to be clear that I am not talking about this......................................

STAY SAFE
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I have recently joined CASARA. Yesterday I had the privilege of going 
up for my first training flight to be a spotter. I spent a lot of time 
golfing last summer, and our town's course is right beside our 
airport. Every time I was out golfing I'd watch the planes take off 
from the flight school. Each time I'd stop and look up and think, "Man 
I'd sure love to be up there!" 

At the end of summer we bought a new house just out of town and 
ended up as neighbours with the CASARA Zone D/Director. I 
happened to be talking to him one day about my desire to be up 
there flying. He told me about CASARA and their need for spotters in 
this area. I was excited to sign on as I am a mother of two and I don't 
work outside of home. I am an active member in our community and 
am always looking for ways to put my time to good use! 

After a few meetings, some training videos and paperwork it was 
time to go up in the air! The morning of my scheduled flight I woke to 
the most beautiful day with not a cloud in the sky and minimal wind. I 
knew it was going to be a good day to fly and I was not disappointed! 

To some this may be old hat but to me it was a first. It feels good to 
contribute my time to a worthwhile cause and I'm excited to see 
where this takes me! I'm grateful for the opportunity and glad I ended 
up with a good neighbour!

Colleen Nelson
Vanderhoof 

My First CASARA Flight
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Chuck Henderson
Provincial Safety Officer

FROM THE DESK OF....
Welcome to winter, as I write this the entire province is 

under clear, cold skies, which brings up the usual winter 
issues.  Some of the more common winter hazards we 

have to deal with are:
Frost on the airframe: Don't be a test pilot and try 

to fly with frost on your aircraft.
Engine heat: Those who do not have the 
luxury of a heated hanger will be faced with a 

decision as to when to heat. I like to use -5C as 
the minimum temperature to start without 

heating. Each will have their own preferences but be sure to allow 
enough time to properly prepare your aircraft for its mission.
Weather issues: Changeable weather, lower ceilings, airframe icing…all can ruin your day. Get the best 
forecast available, don't fly in snow, and be aware of the limited daylight.
Crew Comfort:  Our aircraft have very inefficient heaters and the poor spotters in the back seat have little 
or no heat. Make sure you are prepared for the cold, not only in the event of a forced landing but also for 
the cold temperatures within the cockpit.

On the other hand there's nothing like flying on a crisp, cold, clear, day. The air can be as smooth as silk 
and your aircraft will perform better than ever. Just use caution and take the extra time needed to have a 
safe flight. 
 
The Executive has clarified a couple of misunderstandings regarding policy.  These are, and I quote:

“There is still some confusion about out over-water capability.  Our capability ends at our maximum 
gliding distance from shore. 

We will not operate in the same search area with another aircraft and we can only operate in a 
search area adjacent to another aircraft if both aircraft are under the supervision of a Search 
Coordinator. Drones are aircraft. Our searching rules apply for drones as they would for any other 
aircraft. If a drone is in our search area we go home.”

Remember the first applies to larger lakes as well. If you are at the minimum of 500' over water you can 
expect, at best, about one mile gliding distance. Most light aircraft have a glide ratio of just under 10:1 so 
use this as a guide unless you have more reliable data. Many variables enter into the picture: wind, 
direction of travel, wind-milling prop, pilot technique, gross weight. Do you know how much altitude it 
takes to turn back if you happen to be facing away from shore? Go up and practice, at altitude that is. I 
definitely don't recommend you stop the prop but they say it can add up to 20% to the glide distance, in 
case you absolutely need it. More and more drones are becoming a contentious issue and our policy is 
quite specific. If you become aware of a drone operating within your search area then you must leave the 
area. Talk to any drone operators you may know and explain our position. Their unauthorized presence 
can have an impact on the effectiveness of the search and present a hazard to our aircrew.  

Keep up the good work. Fly Safe and let us know your thoughts either through this newsletter or our 
Safety-Activity Reporting Form (PEP Air Form #016).
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As most of you know I returned to the Regular Force and hired back at the Canadian Force 
School of Search And Rescue (CFSSAR) as a Sergeant (no stress, well sort of). It is great 
to be involved in training future SARtechs and those coming on recertification training 
and upgrading courses. I am definitely not the top dog and don't want to be either since we 
have some top-notch instructors who are progressing through the trade, building their 
leadership skills for the next rank. This is my second tour at CFSSAR, my first one was 
from 1998 until 2004 and this time around there is no pressure (not that there was any on 
the first kick at the cat). I have many secondary duties which I really enjoy but are keeping 
me pretty busy. Some of these duties other than the normal SARtech training stuff are; 
Scuba Dive Section Administrator, Jarvis Lake Camp maintenance guy, in charge of 
CFSSAR library. I am also taking care of all transport vehicle issues and maintenance: 
anything that has an engine, a trailer, or is part of a maintenance program and has to be 
brought up for inspection on a specific schedule or repair. Early next year I will be in 
charge of the Arctic survival phase for the basic SAR students and will also take care of 
what we call a Para Recertification course for SARtechs that were either on a ground tour 
(in an office) or at a helicopter unit. I also give the classroom and ground training for the 
spotter training for our students but the other instructors will take them flying. 

At the last Comox air show and also at the Comox National SAREX, I had the chance to 
meet with some of PEP Air - CASARA members and it sure was nice to chat and take a 
few members to CFSSAR for a visit. Please let me know if you are in town and want a 
tour of CFSSAR, I will be more than happy to spend time with some amazingly dedicated 
member of search and rescue. I would also wish everyone and their family my best wishes 
for the holidays and be safe up there.

                                That others may live.

 
  school        

 

Back to

Rescue!

Sergeant Jean M. Tremblay

Well it has been already a year and a half 
since I left my position as CLO SARtech and 
knew I would miss working with you folks.

Sergeant
Jean M.
Tremblay
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At the Regional Coordination level, he has served twice at JRCC Victoria, both 
as an Air Search Coordinator and as the Officer-in-Charge of JRCC Victoria. In 
this capacity he dealt regularly with executives from EMBC, PEP Air and other 
first response agencies. At the National level, Pat served for two years as the 
RCAF officer seconded to the NSS, and also served as the senior SAR Staff 
Officer at the Air Staff and Canada Command. During part of this time he was the 
Canadian Air member of the ICAO/IMO Joint SAR Working Group, an 
international body tasked with progressing standardization in aeronautical and 
marine SAR practices and terminology.

Pat lives in Victoria where he joined the Victoria PEP Air unit in February 2015. 
An active member, he has been assisting the training officer there by delivering 
ground training sessions for navigators and spotters. Pat has been appointed as 
the Provincial Assistant Public Relations Officer and has also been working with 
the PTO in delivering Field Training.   

We welcome Pat to the Provincial Team.    

Major (RCAF retired) Patrick McSorley

Pat comes to PEP Air, having 
retired from the RCAF in 2014, 
with an extensive background in 
the National SAR Program. 
Operationally, serving as a 
navigator, he had three postings 
on the C-130 Hercules and one 
posting on the DHC-5 Buffalo, 
accumulating 5,200 military flight 
hours and taking part in 
approximately two hundred SAR 
mission launches and numerous 
major search deployments. 

  Assistant
    Public
      Relations
        Officer

Meet our new
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2015

Jacques Lavasseur (l) and Henry Ilg. 
Photo: Michael Chappell

Photo: Michael Chappell

The necessary SAREX paperwork!
Photo: Henry Ilg



BC Provincial Training Officer Henry Ilg enjoying 
Courtenay cuisine with Jacques Levasseur (Director - 
Quebec) and Michael Chappell (Director and Training 

Officer - Nunavit).

Howard Coram, navigator for the 
CASARA Nanaimo crew, with Jean 

Tremblay and Jon Laird.

Michael Chappell being ejected from 
the Comox AFB museum!

 Photo: Henry Ilg

Under a wing and a prayer...

Photo: Jacques Levasseur
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LCDR Jeff Sullens, 
on exchange to Comox, talking 

to Henry Ilg. Photo: Michael Chappell

US Coast Guard, 
who is 

Crash site simulation.
 Photo: Brendan Walsh, Training Officer, 

St. John’s, Newfoundland

SAREX briefing.
 Photo: Brendan Walsh 

Training Officer
 St. John’s, Newfoundland

CF members documenting the SAREX.
Photo: Henry Ilg



Looking for articles, send them to me,

Trevor Black at

finchley@shaw.ca

This newsletter requires input from you! 
So, if you did anything, are, or will be 
doing something in your Zone, let me 
know (and thereby everyone else) with 
a brief and snappy article...remember 
however, that this is not the place for 
the Great Canadian Novel, “How To” 
pieces or those of an instructional 
bent. These would best be placed as 
links on our website, although 
s e r i a l i z e d  a r t i c l e s  a r e  
acceptable...first and foremost, this 
is a NEWSletter. Accompanying 
interesting photos would be 

wonderful but they should be 
captioned. Write them, get them to 

me and I’ll do the rest.

The deadline for the next issue is March 31

Steve Newton, EMBC Central Region Manager, and is also on the PEP Air board 
of directors, talks to ZBB members in November about upcoming disaster 
awareness events being planned for the North Shore.       Photo: Trevor Black
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